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ALERT:Â¿Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure

that youÂ¿select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson&#39;s MyLab & Mastering products

exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not

transferable. In addition,Â¿you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for

and use Pearson&#39;s MyLab & Mastering products. Â¿  Packages  Access codes for

Pearson&#39;s MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from

companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Â¿  Used or

rental books  If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have

been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Â¿  Access codes 

Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either

the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase.    For

Introductory Physical Geography Courses  Among the most highly regarded in physical geography,

Robert Christophersonâ€™s best-selling texts are known for their meticulous attention to detail,

currency, accuracy, and rich integration of climate change science.  Geosystems: An Introduction to

Physical Geography,  Ninth Edition is uniquely organized to present Earth systems topics as they

naturally occur: atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and biosphere. This interconnected and

organic systems-based approach is highlighted in the strong pedagogical tools, structured learning

path, and up-to-date information found in the text. This new edition presents bold new features that

cultivate an active learning environment both in and outside the classroom.The Ninth Edition is

available with MasteringGeographyâ„¢ , the most effective and widely used online tutorial,

homework, and assessment system for the sciences. This program will provide an interactive and

engaging learning experience for you. Hereâ€™s how:     Personalize learning with

MasteringGeography: MasteringGeography provides students with engaging and interactive

experiences that coach them through introductory physical geography with specific wrong-answer

feedback, hints, and a wide variety of educationally effective content.  Leverage strong pedagogical

tools and a structured active learning path: The text reinforces central hallmark physical geography

themes of Earth systems, human-Earth relations, and global climate change by providing a

consistent framework for mastering chapter concepts.Â¿  Teach with current and relevant content.

An emphasis on currency provides you with compelling reasons for learning physical geography.Â¿ 

   Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MasteringGeography does not come packaged

with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MasteringGeography

search for ISBN-10: 0321948882 /ISBN-13: 9780321948885. That package includes ISBN-10:



0321926986 /ISBN-13: 9780321926982 and ISBN-10: 0321948408 /ISBN-13: 9780321948403.  Â¿

MasteringGeography is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when required

by an instructor.Â¿ Â¿
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If you have the unfortunate fate of requiring this book for a college course, you have my

condolences. This class is terrible. The book itself goes into WAY too much detail on every little

aspect of the complex Earth. You end up sifting through tons of irrelevant and unimportant factoids

to find the answers to the test questions. Most students abandon trying to actually study the book

after the first couple chapters as they soon realize that the subject matter is poorly explained...

unless you happen to already be a meteorologist you will be lost if you dare attempt to commit a

large percentage of this book to memory. Even though I consider myself a fan of science and find

some of the subject matter quite interesting, and can certainly appreciate details, I find myself lost at

times to explain why I need to know the etiology of a scientific term or why I would need to know

deep meteorological concepts at all.The book is written with a deep liberal-agenda slant as well.

Any conservative that dares doubt the popular paradigm about man-made climate change will be

forced to answer questions affirming without a shred of doubt that humans are the major cause of

climate change. This is preposterous as nothing presented in this book (or anywhere for that matter)

can be considered sufficient evidence to make that claim. Man contributes to climate change? Sure.

Causes it? Maybe... partially. Is the major cause of it? Not known.... but asserted with certainty in

this book.The tons of pictures and graphs are vastly more informative than the text itself. But even



at that, the complex systems often modeled in these diagrams can give even a high-IQ student a

challenge to decipher.If you can avoid this class, do so as if it were the plague.
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